THE PRIEST VESTMENTS AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE LITURGICAL ACTION AND SUBJECT SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE TEMPLE
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This article deals with the priest vestments (i.e. priestly), as this kind of clothes is the most common and used in Ukrainian temples among all degrees of priesthood. Liturgical vestments have passed the period of long evolution, the characteristic feature of which should be considered as the deep symbolic meaning based on ornaments, iconography and colouring clothes. With the development and affirmation of Christianity the priest vestments have been of great variety. The cult features of the clerical clothing are those which symbolize hard work of a priest and also God’s support which he feels while reading the Gospel. The clerical clothing reflect the dignity of a clergyman and its material, shape and decorative elements which are the part of artistic culture obey the idea of worship. Therefore, the priest vestments as a part of church art are sacred.

The theological and symbolic content of priestly robes in the context of liturgical rite and church in general is highlighted in the article. The analysis of the sources of prayer speeches, which give the brief comprehension of the meaning or symbolism of putting on every component (sticharion (alb), stole, a belt, armbands, phelonion) of the priest vestments. The symbolic meaning of all the elements of the clerical clothing has been interpreted, the ritual and sequence of its putting on have been considered.
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The research analysis. Exploring the designated subject matter of the article we’ve referred to the source of theology where the ritual function of worshipping is interpreted and priest vestments, their symbolic explanation and liturgical role are partly highlighted [2, 4-8, 10, 11]. The famous Ukrainian art critic T. Kara-Vasylieva in her article «Artistically functional role of the liturgical sewing in the temple ensemble» has analysed memorabilia of the liturgical needlework, which take part in the worship. The researcher considers the clerical clothing as a part of gold needlework which occupies a leading position among the kinds of church art and generally explains its functional and cult significance.
The article is aimed at finding out the role of the clerical clothing in the temple structure and highlighting its cult symbolic meaning.

**Presenting the main material.** With the development of the society clothes have become an integral part of everyday life. Their forming took place according to the historical conditions, reflecting socio-cultural events of a certain period. Clothes point out at the class, ethnocultural, professional background of a person, his or her status, age, sex etc. All that is revealed for the viewers via material, construction, colour, décor. Clothes demonstrate a person’s individuality and carry general information about their owner. Thus all the people of different epochs formed their natural traditionally-symbolic signs of clothing which were obligatory for a certain status and a kind of profession.

Among the variety of professionally cult clothes, priest vestments (priestly) have been used since the ancient times for worshipping and during historically-religious periods looked different. The sacrament of the priesthood is responsible honour, the clergyman must show sainthood, purity and must differ in a special meaning for the believers to be able to see the holy and sacred in him. That`s why the clergyman`s duty is to show Christ whom he represents during Liturgy graphically, in prototypes and symbols.

Liturgy is service of people before the Almighty, worshipping in which the clergyman, all those serving in the church and parishioners take part. Besides this, Liturgy is a sacred and esthetic phenomenon in which kinds of decorative and fine arts, works (icons, crosses, banners, priest vestments etc) interact. They demonstrate the basis of Christianity and Bible events [3, p. 15]. Liturgy is the highest act of worshipping with sacred rites and symbolics of Christian cult that comes from Christ «however, the way it looks and is shaped is the result of the age evolution. Liturgy is God`s and men`s creation at the same time. St. Church with its true skill has built and decorated the liturgical temple, surrounded by the wreath of prayers and rites and included the best pearls of human creativity into it» [6, p. 17-18]. Priest vestments, their decorative and sacred peculiarities which are performed according to canonical prescriptions and are an integral part of the liturgical rite belong to one of the creative church «pearls». Owing to ornamental and colouring variety of clothes, the believers who take part in worship are capable of directing their thoughts to God in a special way, realizing due to the priest vestments in particular that during Liturgy Christ`s sacrifice is in fact repeated.

The ritual of putting on priestly robes is included into the action of Proscomidia (the first part of Holy Liturgy, which symbolizes Christmas). The rank ascribes that the three-fold kiss in entering the temple and bows «eastwards» are followed by having the clergyman put on clothes (i.e. sticharion, stole, a belt, armbands, phelonion) [6, p. 166]. The cover also
belongs to the liturgical vestments (big – air, small square and crossed cover, which are mainly made in a set with clothes) for the Eucharist which are used to cover utensils with communion that take part in Liturgy. While putting on each component (item) of clothes the prayer is said which briefly interprets its meaning or symbolics. The clergyman in his vestments differ from those surrounding him, and prayers while clothes being put on are the symbols of dignity and remind that he in «the clothes of salvation» must worthy serve God [6, p. 168].

Characterizing spiritual content of priest vestments, the tradition ascribes to comply the following order in putting on clothes: firstly, alb, then stole, after that armbands, a belt and phelonion. Each of these elements has its own symbolic meaning, and realizing it one can understand the role of a clergyman during Liturgy much better [10, p. 53].

The sticharion in particular is common for all the degrees of priesthood and is the oldest liturgical clothing which must be white by all means symbolizing angelic purity of the clergyman and the light of his spiritual calling [11, p. 39]. Analysing patriarchal interpretation of the symbolic meaning of the alb one can point out some aspects.

First: holiness of God and luminosity of heavenly forces, Saint Ivan Posnyk in particular interprets the name of the sticharion as something showing Christ’s body as white as a human one [10, p. 54]. This quotation is taken from the Gospel from Mark «And His clothes become bright, as white as snow, and not a single painter could bleach them so well on Earth!» (Mk 9:3).

As Krasnoseltsev point out the colour of the sticharion itself proves the symbolic similarity of the clergymen and the heaven forces who praize Gog constantly [10, p. 55]. The colour of the alb symbolizes incorruptibility, lordship, holiness and purity of Christ, who the clergyman represents during Liturgy.

The alb also means spotlessness of the dignity of priesthood [2, p. 85]. The clergyman’s dignity should stay free from any sins and the priest himself putting on those clothes becomes a participant of God’s grace, which defends that dignity which was given to him during the mystery of priesthood. Because of that putting on a robe, the priest reads special prayers which are based on the fragment of the book by the prophet Isaj, «I’ll rejoice in the Lord. Let my soul be happy with my God, because He put the clothes of salvation on me. He put the clothes of righteousness on me, He put the wreath on me as if I were a bridegroom, and made me beautiful as if I were a bride!» (Is. 23:6), and also on the fragment of the book of Psalms, «And my soul will rejoice in the Lord. He’ll make it merry!» (Ps. 90:10).

Eventually, the sticharion symbolizes the suffering of the Savior. It should be noted that due to the tortures, death and resurrection of Christ we`ve got an access to divine grace. The clergyman in this context
embodies Christ’s sacrifice and his own readiness to go through any disbeliefs for the sake of the proclamation of the Gospel. This symbolic aspect of the meaning of the alb in particular is described in the well-known Byzantine source, which was translated into the Slavic language in the Middle Ages [9, p. 15].

Especially the topic of Christ’s suffering in the context of the symbolic interpretation of the meaning of the sticharion sounds bright in the work by Kyryl Erusalimsky, whose point of view is given by the researcher M. Krasnoseltsev, «Christ’s clothes, while he was suffering, became red, and the priests in their turn should always be ready to demonstrate whose pastors they are» [10, p. 57].

The robe the clergyman wears, symbolize a word of education as well which he shares with his believers and which must be the source of light. The works by Simeon Solunsky say that divine light must penetrate the bishop to make his preach clear, because the clergyman is called up not only to officiate but also to teach and purity, make the souls of believers as white as the colour of the alb [1, p. 240].

And the next component of liturgical vestments (i. e. stole) has also a symbolic meaning. The stole are put an over the alb and are the most important element of the clergyman’s clothes. It’s necessary to say, that the liturgical rules ban the priest to officiate without stole «the clergyman mustn’t worship without stole. If it’s necessary to officiate and there are no stole at hand; not to stop worshipping the priest must bless a belt or even a rope, put it on instead of the stole and thus worship» [5, p. 125]. The stole are usually decorated with seven crosses (six in front, one behind on the neck). It symbolizes Holy Sacraments, which can be performed by the clergyman except one (ordination – the Sacrament of the priesthood) and only a bishop has the right to perform it. Putting the stole on the hands of the newlyweds during the Sacraments of Marriage symbolizes absolute blessing of the Lord, a kind of reunion of two people in the church of Christ (pic. 1).

Symbolically interpreting the meaning of the stole the theologians also point out same aspects in it.

Firstly, it’s superiority of the priestly ministry over any other kinds of church service, «the stole are the modification of the deacon’s orar. Without losing the grace of deacon’s rank, the priest puts on his favourite yoke of the priesthood and in this sense he is Christ’s follower in his service to God and people, and in spiritual asceticism as well» [8, p. 134].
Besides this, the stole print out that the priest obeys the son of God and must perform the service with a glance at Christ doing nothing without him [5, p. 127].

Another theological meaning which the stole are endowed is the fact that they symbolize the grace of the holy spirit which descended on the priest. The evidence of this is a pray which the clergyman says, putting on the stole, «Blessed God who pours his grace on his priests». Symbolically the stole mean graceful oils of priesthood, which rest on the neck of a person, who took the yoke of Christ. The stole the same as oils descend from a chest to feet, making the heart gentle and lighting up the whole body [7, p. 69].

Besides, the stole symbolize a yoke, which was put on the neck of the Saviour when he was led to crucifixion. A number of both Byzantine and ancient Slavic sources point to it [10, p. 64].

Some Byzantine sources also expand the spiritual meaning of the stole connecting it with the symbolics of deacon`s orar and sending it as a symbol of service to people.

Thus, wearing the stole symbolizes acceptance of divine power, obliges the clergyman to improve his own moral condition. The stole
themselves in a symbolic way give the priest a duty to be a bearer of the highest virtues. Herewith the grace of the holy spirit induces an servant to engage in the knowledge of God. It’s necessary to state, that the process of gradual spiritual transformation takes place just at the time, when the clergyman gradually puts on his liturgical vestments.

The next element of the liturgical vestments, the symbolic meaning of which should be characterize is armbands. They symbolize on the one hand the process of creation, and on the other hand the symbolic tying hands for doing nothing sinful, but only to be directed to do good [10, p. 70]. Armbands remind the clergyman of chains, which Jesus was tied with. The priest puts on armbands only in full dress, tightening his wide sleeves of the alb with them.

A belt also has an important symbolic meaning among the elements of the liturgical vestments. Because every clergyman girdles a surplice and stole with a special belt, which is as other elements of liturgical vestments endowed with certain symbolic meanings.

Firstly, the belt symbolizes the power, which God gives for the service and struggle against the sin. Byzantine authors point out that the stole should be girdled to show symbolic readiness to fight against passion because «the clergyman girdled as a sign that he concentrates on spiritual virtues rejecting at the same time all the bodily» [4, p. 29].

Secondly, the belt symbolizes virtues and chastity of the priest, «Girdle me, Lord, with the belt of purity and extinguish carnal desires, let the virtue of restraint and chastity win in me» - that is the way how Catholic Encyclopedia characterizes this element of liturgical vestments [12].

In this context the belt as the component of clerical clothing is close in meaning with the belt of the monastic attire, after all, one of the three Evangelical councils which monks use, realizing their own calling, is perfect virtue.

Thus the process of girdling itself gives the priest such spiritual condition in which he acquires inner freedom and spiritual power. This process also continues inner spiritual transformation of the clergyman, which takes place while he is putting on all the elements of liturgical vestments without exception.

A top sleeveless robe of the clergyman is called a phelonion or a vestment. The first ancient phelonions were square, and gradually round one-piece capes with the neckline, which closed the figure from a neck to feet. In Ukraine the original Greek form was been changed for convenience during worshipping into the phelonion which is short in front (to see hands) and long on the back (up to feet). When the clergyman raises his arms (during Liturgy), the raised ends of the vestment go to the sides, symbolizing wings. That reminds of his angelic ministry [7, p. 75]. Canonical in decorative expressiveness of the vestment is an embroidered cross on
the forearm, that symbolizes that one which the Son of God carried up the mountain of Golgotha.

The priest putting on the phelonion blesses and kisses it first and prays, «Let your clergyman, God, put on the truth, and let your righteous rejoice always, now forever and ever. Amen» [8, p. 122].

The headdress which is used by the clergyman only during the worship is the mitre. The term «mitre» from Greek means a headband, a head ornament. This element is borrowed by the Christian church from the Old Testament one. The mitre symbolizes the crown of thorns of the Savior, and putting it on a head, a priest or a bishop says a prayer, «Oh Lord, put a crown of valuable stones on the head» [7, p. 95].

Three veils of the holy gifts which, as it has been mentioned above, are made in the set together with the clerical clothing, have a special meaning in the context of the symbolic content. The first, that covers a paten is a small covering of quadrangular shape (sometimes cruciform, analogous, as for the chalice) (pic. 2) with ornaments in the centre. The second is cruciform cover on the cup. St. Eucharist reflects in its decoration the most. The central ornament of the cover can differ (Christ in the chalice, an isosceles cross depending on the church holiday or event, etc) and four edges are decorated with images of archangels with wings or elements according to those which are on the other components of the vestments. The last one is called air, the biggest, of square cut and covers a paten and a chalice, “And cover us with its wings” [3, p. 24]. It’s symbolic that all coverings mean those veils the newborn Son of God was shrouded in. However, there are some theologians who identify coverings with the cloth, the dead body of Christ was shrouded in.

Researching modern priestly vestments of late XX – early XXI centuries we can say that sometimes they are found in the synthesis with artistical and decorative structure of the church. Besides liturgical clothing and veils in the church there are some ceremonial products which are aimed at interior arrangement. As for their sacred meaning and usage during the divine service there are no dogmatic norms, although producing and decorative expressiveness (fabric, colour, ornamental motifs, iconographic plots) imitate the style of liturgical vestments.
One can judge about different holidays events and the days of remembrance in the church by the colour of clergyman`s vestments. If the priest is dressed in dark clothes, it means that Holy Liturgy is held on the day of Lent. But not only vestments can differ. In many Ukrainian churches there is a tradition especially for individual events, holidays (Lent, Easter etc) to change all temple ritual works: (embroidered towels, banners, veils of church purpose and altar curtains (pic. 2-3).
Pic. 3. Temple ritual works.

In general this arrangement is performed in all churches differing in individual details which are dependent on financial capacity of the community and local traditions. For example, to Lent banners of light shades, embroidered towels on the icons, curtains on the royal gates, veils on the altar, on the lectern etc, are removed and changed into analogous items in claret (red) and violet. In this design the interior of the temple will be till Easter, till the worshipping on Holy Saturday, to be more exact, when
before reading the Gospel singing prayers «Rise from the dead, my Lord», the priest is dressed in light vestments. After finishing worship the whole church is set up and together with the service become a single whole in the liturgical process.

**Conclusion.** Liturgical vestments first of all carry the idea of moral and ethical perfection of the person who is dressed in them. In fact in the moral and ethical context they are a symbolic reflection of Christian virtues that guide the pastor and he persuades believers to live according to them. Another no less important aspect symbolically reflected in liturgical clothing is that the vestments induce the believers to the transformation, which is in spiritual and physical improvement of a clergyman`s being. Exactly alternate putting on certain elements of liturgical vestments induces the priest to constant improving his internal state. Therefore, each of the components of clerical clothing is so important, as in full bishop`s attire the clergyman represents Christ in a symbolic way, on behalf of whom he performs liturgy.
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